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t was 30 years ago that Dominic Meffe opened
the first Monte Carlo Inn at Dundas Street and
Highway 427 in Toronto, a 34 room hotel that
proved to be the springboard for what would eventually become one of Canada’s most remarkable success
stories in the hotel industry — one achieved through simple hard work and determination.
Meffe came to Canada from Italy with a drive to succeed in business,
although he had little idea that would end up being in the hotel industry. He
started a small restaurant making and delivering pizza where he would often work
from early morning until late at night. Many of his deliveries were to hotels where
he soon became acquainted with the local managers and how the business
worked. Impressed with the business potential, he decided, despite the significant capital requirements, to eventually open his own hotel.
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This decision was the genesis of the
Monte Carlo brand. Coming from humble
roots, Meffe approached his foray into the
hospitality business with a basic philosophy that continues to inform his business
practice to this day. “You have to treat
everyone with respect. In the end, our
business comes down to the
individual customers who all
have to be treated well. Never
treat people as just numbers.”
With this focus on the customer, Monte Carlo Inns have
grown from that first 34-room
property to a chain of eight
hotels with over 1,000 beds.
While all the properties are franchised Monte Carlo maintains an equity stake
in each of them, creating a unique model in
the industry where both franchisor and franchisee has a strong vested interest in the success of the enterprise. Unlike other franchisors, Monte Carlo takes a small royalty fee
and then a share of the profits, making the
relationship a true partnership.
This indeed is very characteristic of
Meffe, who takes a hands-on approach by
overseeing all construction through their
own general contracting business and subsequently through their hotel management
company, overseeing the implementation
of system-wide software, marketing programs, staff recruiting and whatever else is
needed by the franchisees. Recently, the
company revamped its housekeeping program for the entire chain, dubbing it the
Clean Team Program, which focuses on
streamlining the room cleaning process.
From the beginning, says Meffe, it was
important “to create a product everyone
likes,” catering to everyone from families,
the business traveller to local commercial,

The company continuously
upgrades suites by adding
flat screen TVs and
upgrading decor.
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Furnishings

By Shayna Wiwierski

The skeleton of any hotel room is
its case goods. Just like how humans
need bones to keep everything together,
case goods make up the structure
of a hotel room.
lthough design is important, price is a huge factor in
any purchase. Many hoteliers consider the price first,
but there are many critical factors that should be considered before this when it comes to case goods. These include
durability, longevity, materials used, construction methods,
warranty, the strength of the company supplying the products,
the reputation of the company and the manufacturers’ ability
to stand by their commitments.
One thing visitors look for when choosing a hotel is style.
Gone are the days of clunky TV sets and the armoires to hold
them. The flat-screen TV, which can be wall mounted, has
completely changed the game when it comes to case goods.
Hotels are looking for more sleek, clean lines to keep up with
the modern design that clients are looking for.

A

industrial and residential customers who may use the
hotel’s banquet or conference
facilities. With a European
design inspiration, the hotels
are very inviting, featuring a
full-service restaurant, rooms
with comfortable beds and all the amenities.
Each property is strategically located to
draw upon as wide a demographic as possible. The company slogan is “Your Home
Away from Home.”
Meffe is president of Monte Carlo Hotel
Motel Innternational and is joined on the
management team by his son Justin, vicepresident of operations, and son-in-law
Danny Pedone, vice-president of franchising.
The team works hard to ensure the properties are maintained to the highest standards
and kept up to date. For example, the company is continuously upgrading suites, adding
flat screen televisions and upgrading décor.
Knowing the importance of Wi-Fi connectivity to today’s travellers, Monte Carlo Inns has
improved its internet infrastructure by
implementing a Fibre Network at most of its
locations. On the environmental front, a
commitment has been made to ensure products used within the hotel facilities follow an
environmentally responsible mandate.
Marketing too has been kept up-to-date.

Monte Carlo Inns currently has eight
hotels with over 1,000 beds.

According to Pedone, “A company such as
ours needs a strong loyalty program and
from time to time re-visit it and see if we
can add more value.” The company recently re-launched its Diamond Rewards Program to include a social media rewards
component. It is on twitter, facebook and
Instagram. Local advertising and aggressive
rates keep it competitive in the market
along with great offers such as its free
Healthy Start Breakfast catering to the
more health-conscious consumer.
As a responsible member of the local
community, Monte Carlo has been actively
involved in charitable work as well, supporting local charity the Darling Home for Kids
in Milton including their Golf Tournament,
Teddy Bear Toss and Round-up for Kids.
All of these efforts have paid off handsomely for the chain as reflected in an
occupancy rate of over 75 per cent and an
ADR of $98.00.
And nor has Meffe slowed down. He is
interested in expanding the brand outside of
Ontario if the right opportunity arises. Western Canada is very much within his sights as
this region continues its strong growth path.
Wherever the Monte Carlo brand ends up
establishing itself, one thing is for sure. “We
will always seek ways to add value for the
customer,” says Meffe. “Every customer has a
great value to the company and we will never
take anyone for granted.” Indeed, this is why
the company proudly uses the slogan “Your
Home Away from Home.”
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